
What did you like or enjoy the most 
about the camp?

What would you change about the 
camp?

Athlete Meeting new people Food
Athlete The team building activities Later wake up
Athlete the team activities nothing

Athlete
Playing frisbee and hanging out with 
people More free time

Athlete meeting new people more technical work

Athlete the downtime and meeting new people better food
Athlete The team bonding time at night A little more free time

Athlete All the friends Better food

Athlete

I liked how the workouts were harder 
than our normal ones and had a lot of 
fun meeting new people.

I wouldn’t change anything because I 
had a ton of fun

Athlete Team bonding Better food
Athlete practice there needs to be better food

Athlete
The race pace workout and meeting 
people Let us choose our roommates

Athlete Meeting new people Better food and more free time
Athlete swimming outside team activities

Athlete

I like how all athletes are at the same 
level and we work together and push 
ourselves Less walk to the pool

Athlete
all of the advice and getting to know 
other people more team bonding

Coach
Workouts and connections with other 
coaches Thought it was great.

Athlete

I enjoyed the team activities because 
they helped me meet new people. I 
also liked the workouts, I feel like they 
helped me improve. I would change the food.

Athlete The people and team bonding Nothing i liked it

Athlete
I liked how everyone was a great team 
mate to everyone. Less walk to the pool.

Athlete The people Food

Athlete
I loved the technique and the team all 
being together Nothing

Athlete
I liked the team time, getting to know 
people, and the food.

I think the coaches need to be on the 
same page more. Some coaches were 
telling us things that contradicted the 
other coaches, and it got confusing.

Athlete workouts nothing

Athlete
The fun dry land sessions and meeting 
new people. More stretching sessions.

Athlete games don’t do the number thing



Athlete the workouts the food

Athlete
The time that we got to spend with the 
each other.

We should have more down tine and a 
larger variety of food to have

Athlete
Hanging out with my friends and 
making new ones Nothing

Athlete
Hanging out with my friends and 
making new ones Nothing

Athlete

I liked all of the other or lotus and 
thought they were challenging. I 
especially liked the team bonding 
activities. I would want snacks to be provided.

Athlete
All of the technique that we learned 
about our strokes Include more detail in the meetings

Athlete

Well the workouts were terrible, but it 
was a lot of fun being able to race and 
practice with those with the same 
mentality and drive as I do. Eating 
lunch and being around this 
community of fast swimmers allowed 
me to feel my best while still working 
hard.

I would change nothing about this 
camp it was truly an amazing camp and 
I learned a lot from it.

Athlete team bonding was fun more technical focus during practice

Athlete

I enjoyed the focus on technique and 
improving stroke. My favorite part was 
the team atmosphere and family 
feeling we as boys created. It was fun 
to get to know everyone and just build 
friendships with other elite swimmers.

The food was not great at the dinning 
hall. There were not many options.

Athlete The practices Morning practice being a little later
Athlete Meeting people Making us get in lines for our number

Athlete I really liked the dry lands.

Show us all the bathrooms we can and 
can’t use. It was a bit tricky to all 
shower.

Athlete
I enjoyed the team bonding activities 
and the visualization.

I wish that there were more team 
bonding activities

Athlete Meeting new people Better food

Athlete

Educational sessions, meeting new 
people and swimming at a great 
facility!

Nothing! Just that I could have been 
there more, I had to leave and miss a 
few sessions because of my brother’s 
graduation.

Athlete
Location, attention to detail and what I 
learned

Earlier communication around 
expectations for camp



Coach
Coaching Staff & Professional 
development

Not much, I grew more as a coach 
during this experience than I have in 
the last 8 months combined. Lots of 
great material, staff worked well 
together, Ben was very forthcoming 
and open to share his experience. I'd 
try to give the kids more sleep maybe. I 
also think the workouts could use an 
extra 15-30 min bc of the amount of 
communication needed btw swimmers/ 
coaches. Probably have the team 
activities pre-planned instead of 
winging it like we did, but it worked out 
great.

Parent N/A N/A

Coach

I liked the way the team came 
together, both coaches and swimmers. 
I think the camaraderie was strong and 
will be really effective for helping the 
group of coaches and swimmers in 
attendance to feel a since of inclusion 
in Georgia Swimming.

I thought it was pretty great! Very 
effective how it was.

Parent Meeting other swimmers The food and less lectures

Athlete
Eating food at the meal halls and 
playing Ultimate Frisbee.

Have less lectures and more time to 
play games outside.

Athlete

Well the workouts were terrible, but it 
was a lot of fun being able to race and 
practice with those with the same 
mentality and drive as I do. Eating 
lunch and being around this 
community of fast swimmers allowed 
me to feel my best while still working 
hard.

I would change nothing about this 
camp it was truly an amazing camp and 
I learned a lot from it.







This camp was a valuable experience for me and 
helped prepare me for the next steps in my 
swimming/coaching career. 
(1 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly agree)

I would encourage other swimmers/coaches 
to participate in this camp in the future.
(1 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly agree)
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Please list any other feedback you might have about the 
camp, including the registration process, pre-camp 
information, drop-off and pick-up, etc.

More sleep

Better food
More time to play outside

Nothing really. I had a ton of fun and met a bunch of new 
people

better food and less lectures

More food please

It was awesome

The camp was pretty organized.

Give more free time.
i think make it longer



Be more specific on the gear swimmers need to bring. Swim 
board, fins, pull buoy etc.

Nothing

The cafeteria was really good, since it had all sorts of 
options for food needs.

i thought everything was very efficient and ran smoothly

It went very well, everything ran smoothly! Thank you!!

Would prefer more communication about the camp and 
expectations earlier in the process. Was a great camp!



Maybe a little more information about what was expected of 
the staff Pre-camp, but it was an awesome experience.

I don’t think you should have swimmers from the same 
team room together. They already know each other well 
and it would be better to have them meet new friends.

Had a great time.

The confusion with signing up.

It was very fun and I got closer with all the other swimmers.
















